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DAVE Embedded Systems and Digimax are now partners to offer and support DAVE
Embedded Systems’ products to its Customers in Italy.

Porcia, ITALY – October, 2016 - DAVE Embedded Systems, one of the european leading companies in the
embedded market, announced its Business Partnership with Digimax S.r.l. company, to offer and support products
proposed by DAVE Embedded Systems.

DAVE Embedded Systems, headquartered in Porcia, Italy, has been in the embedded modules business since 1998
and has established itself as one of the leading European Companies for embedded solutions.
Digimax S.r.l. was born in 1996 as a distributor of industrial power supplies and stands out immediately for its strong
focus on quality of service it offers to customers.
The new partnership represents a further step in the company's ongoing strategy which aims to ensure Italian
customers a closer and better service and support.
Our Company is oriented to support customers providing them complete solutions.
To satisfy their requirements DAVE Embedded Systems decided to enter in partnership with a power supply
distributor, to garantee the right support. We thought to work with Digimax because they approach at the customers
with our criteria and we are driven by the same philosophy.
Trademarks:
DAVE Embedded Systems is a trademark of DAVE S.R.L. Other product or service names mentioned herein are
the trademarks of their respective owners.
DAVE Embedded Systems based in Italy, was founded in 1998 as an engineering Services Company; devoted to
designing highly complex embedded electronic systems from the concept to the end product.
From its inception and the years following, DAVE Embedded Systems has gained lots of expertise; other related know
how and design capabilities to offer its customers the leading edge solutions in the embedded market. With its own
manufacturing operations, DAVE Embedded Systems has been able to provide in a timely manner the CPU modules
and Embedded Electronic systems to its customers.
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Website: www.dave.eu
Digimax S.r.l. chose to make a guarantee in terms of speed, quality and efficiency of service through faster shipping
throughout Italy. They formed a motivated sales force present on the Italian territory. Through a prepared technical
staff they can provide precise answers to the customer, in order to support it in the phase of both pre- and post- sale.
Their MISSION is to give clear and fast answers, provide solutions and customized products and quality, to build
lasting relationships and become a strategic partner for the customer. Digimax strongly believes in team work, for this
reason is organized so that all segments cooperate with each other to provide the customer with a fast and efficient
service.
Website: http://www.digimax.it/
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